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- Support multiple formats: JPG, JPEG, PNG, ICO and BMP - Retrieve images from any TWAIN-compatible
scanner or camera - Great preview - Photo enhancements, corrections and details - Calculation of photo statistics,
such as mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation - Free for single use - Allows you to easily add IPTC
metadata to your photos - IPTC allows you to use product or company names, keywords, and copyright information
when posting a picture online. AppleTV Version The most important feature of the Apple TV is its ability to display
pictures on your home screen. So if you don’t have an iPad, iPhone or iPod touch, you can install Astra Image from
the App Store and have all your picture enhancements, corrections and details available on your Apple TV. As a free
app, you can enjoy Astra Image on your Apple TV, including the 2nd Generation Apple TV, the 3rd Generation
Apple TV and the 4th Generation Apple TV. For new features, we suggest you update the app and view Astra Image
on the app store. Astra Image highlights : - Pictures can be displayed on the home screen. - Pictures can be changed
to the SAME color. - Adjust/correct EXIF information (Image + IPTC). - View the
Brightness/Contrast/Saturation/Hue/Lightness/Tint Balance of the picture. - Change the bit-depth of the picture (24,
32, and 48). - Remove the red eye. - Adjust Gamma and Gamma Histogram. - Separate Green/Blue channels. -
Adjust the saturation of the Green/Blue channels. - Separate Red/Green channels. - Adjust the red eye. - Separate
Black Channel. - Separate White Channel. - Separate Hue Channel. - Separate Saturation Channel. - Separate
Brightness Channel. - Separate Contrast Channel. - Separate Luminance Channel. - Separate Hue Channel. -
Separate Saturation Channel. - Separate Luminance Channel. - Adjust Hue, Saturation and Luminance. - Separate
Red Channel. - Separate Green Channel. - Separate Blue Channel. - Separate Black Channel. - Separate White
Channel. - Remove Noise. - Separate Blue Channel. - Separate Green Channel.

Astra Image License Code & Keygen PC/Windows

========= Keymacro is a powerful yet easy to use command line tool for your digital camera and digital scanner.
With Keymacro you can batch import, review, edit, organize, rename and delete pictures from your camera or
scanner. Keymacro includes many features: *Import pictures directly from your digital camera or scanner via USB
port *Create slideshow with pictures or imported via network *Edit pictures with many different filters and effects
*Get picture information with EXIF support *Process pictures with many different compression modes *Extract
text from images *Import and export camera presets *Organize pictures by tag *Rename pictures *Delete pictures
What's new in this version: ============================ *Added support for Canon Lide 20, Lide 25,
and Lide 32 scanners *Added support for Automeader Software 2.0 *Added support for Canoscan H430, and Syba
Tripod Mount *Added support for BMP format *Fixed: some pictures were imported to wrong location *Fixed:
sometimes after importing new pictures they didn't appear in the library October 11, 2012 Lovers of vintage cars
can rejoice with this new release. It provides for all the most demanding enthusiasts of shiny cars the perfect tool for
their work. It has got a lot of new features and improved the whole functionality. This is a full featured photo
management and editing tool. It's especially convenient to edit the pictures, add filters, and create slideshows. There
is a detailed help, comprehensive tutorials, and full of useful tips. You can easily add two pictures or an image file to
the current presentation. You can change the size, rotate, crop, scale, and flip the selected item. In addition, you can
work with layers, merge, convert, or delete them. To remove background or change the brightness or contrast, you
can use the adjustment tools. You can enhance the picture, rotate the picture, apply some distortions, or resize it. All
these options can be accessed with a single click of a mouse button. New to version 7.2.0 is the ability to do group
and smart adjustments. You can group as many items as you wish, and even combine them. It will make your editing
work easier and faster. In addition, there are several new effects that can be used on the pictures, and you can easily
create slideshows. Moreover, you can trim 1d6a3396d6
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What's New in the?

Astra Image is a complex and easy-to-use application designed to help process, adjust, and analyze various images
by applying a wide variety of effects and correction properties. It's wrapped in a well-organized and approachable
interface with an editing panel and the available elements shown in a quick toolbar. It supports most standard
formats like JPG, JPEG, PNG, ICO and BMP, along with the less known PDC, PCX, PMG and DDS. Pictures can
be retrieved from any TWAIN-compatible devices, including scanners and cameras. Insert and personalize photos In
order to open a file, all you have to do is browse its location on the computer, or access a recent one from the menu.
Plus, the program automatically detects other items in the folder and flips through them when pressing the previous
and next buttons. To see a specific detail in the picture, you can zoom in and out, use the magnifying glass, or fit it
to the window. It's possible to view the EXIF information of a photo, as well as add IPTC metadata for the currently
processed image. It defines the structure, properties, and fields so that records are accurately described and easily
accessed. Display histograms and enhance records Extensive photo statistics can be calculated, including the mean,
minimum, maximum, or standard deviation, and saved to a safe location or exported to Microsoft Excel. Histograms
display the intensity of the RGB overlay. In addition, the chart is updated every time a change is made. All diagrams
details can be personalized by changing the titles, inverting axes, and turning the grid on or off. A broad range of
functions are available, such as brightness, contrast, gamma, photo levels, curves, and histogram equalization. The
app provides a real-time preview to see the current modifications and complete the project if you are happy with the
result. For hue, saturation, lightness and tint balance, all three channels can be adjusted for 24 and 48-bit files. You
can resize items by choosing nearest, bilinear, bicubic, Mitchell, Lagrange, B-spline, or another method.
Convolution filters enable you to sharpen, blur and extract other edge information from an image. Conclusion To
sum it up, Astra Image is a feature-rich and reliable utility that comes in handy when you want to enhance, process,
or analyze different pictures to turn them into amazing ones with the help of a multitude of editing filters and
corrections. If you are tired of wasting your time on various image editing software, then Astra Image is the right
software for you. It is a powerful photo editor that can assist you in the post-production of your photographs. Astra
Image is a professional tool that is easy to use and very flexible
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System Requirements:

- Windows 7 SP1 or newer - 3.3 GHz Intel i5 or AMD equivalent. CPU clock rate is very important to make sure
the game runs well - 8 GB RAM - 50 GB free HDD space (For installing game files.) - Oculus Rift DK2 HMD or
OpenVR compatible VR headset (Optional.) - Oculus Rift Touch controllers (Optional.) - XBOX One Controller
(Optional.) - Dual Shock 4 (Optional.) - HDMI display output for external monitors. - Latest
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